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Abstract

Simulations of large-scale gas-particle flows using coarse meshes and the filtered two-fluid model approach

depend critically on the constitutive model that accounts for the effects of sub-grid scale inhomogeneous

structures. In an earlier study (Jiang et al., 2019), we had demonstrated that an artificial neural network

(ANN) model for drag correction developed from a small-scale systems did well in both a priori and a pos-

teriori tests. In the present study, we first demonstrate through a cascading analysis that the extrapolation

of the ANN model to large grid sizes works satisfactorily, and then performed fine-grid simulations for 20

additional combinations of gas and particle properties straddling the Geldart A-B transition. We identified

the Reynolds number as a suitable additional marker to combine the results from all the different cases,

and developed a general ANN model for drag correction that can be used for a range of gas and particle

characteristics.

Keywords: Multiphase flow, CFD, Data-driven modeling

1. Introduction

Fluidized beds and circulating fluidized beds are widely used in chemical and energy-related industries.

Understanding their hydrodynamic behavior is of fundamental importance in design, scale-up, and operation

of these beds. Multi-scale inhomogeneous structures in the form of bubbles, streamers and clusters have been

observed in both experimental (Cocco et al., 2010; Chew et al., 2011; Breault, 2012; Shaffer et al., 2013;

Verma et al., 2014) and computational studies of fluidized beds (Glasser et al., 1998; Agrawal et al., 2001;

Zhang and VanderHeyden, 2002; Yang et al., 2004; Ozel et al., 2013; Fullmer and Hrenya, 2017; Stroh et al.,

2019).

The Two-Fluid Model (TFM), which treats the fluid and particle phases as inter-penetrating continua,

serves as a practical tool to study the hydrodynamics of large fluidized beds, since it does not require tracking

the vast number of particles in the system (for an extensive review on TFM model, see Sundaresan et al.

(2018)). It has been demonstrated that highly resolved simulations of TFM can resolve complex fine-scale
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structures (e.g. see Benyahia and Sundaresan (2012); Fullmer et al. (2017)) as well as coarser structures at

larger scale (Neau et al., 2020). However, resolving all the micro-scale structures via fine-grid simulations

is computationally expensive and impractical for most industrial-scale fluidized beds. As a result, coarse-

grained models are required to study large-scale gas-particle flows. The filtered Two-Fluid Model (fTFM)

is introduced to circumvent the necessity of costly high-resolution simulations by incorporating constitutive

models to account for the effects of unresolved sub-grid scale inhomogeneous structures (Igci et al., 2008;

Parmentier et al., 2012; Ozel et al., 2013; Schneiderbauer, 2017; Cloete et al., 2018a,b). When supplemented

with the filtered constitutive models, fTFM enables affordable, low-resolution simulations on coarser meshes

to probe the macroscale flow structures, without the need to resolve all the fine-scale structures (Igci and

Sundaresan, 2011a,b; Parmentier et al., 2012; Schneiderbauer et al., 2013; Schneiderbauer, 2018; Cloete et al.,

2018c; Yu et al., 2020).

Good constitutive models which account for sub-grid scale structures (Wang et al., 2009; Wang, 2020)

are essential for successful application of fTFM. It has been demonstrated through budget analysis that, in

fTFM, the correction to the drag force is more important than all other corrections (Parmentier et al., 2012;

Ozel et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). The commonly used microscopic drag models apply

to nearly homogeneous suspensions, a condition which is satisfied in a vigorously fluidized bed only when

the grid size is small (Agrawal et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2009) – of the order of a few particle diameters

– so that sub-grid inhomogeneities are not significant. When these drag force models intended for nearly

homogeneous suspensions are used in coarse-grid simulations, they lead to significant overprediction of the

drag force (Igci et al., 2008; Parmentier et al., 2012; Schneiderbauer et al., 2013; Cloete et al., 2018a; Chen

et al., 2020), which is due to the unresolved sub-grid scale inhomogeneities whose effects have not been taken

into account (Chen et al., 2020).

Several different modeling approaches to estimate drag correction have been explored in the literature.

These sub-grid models include: Energy Minimization Multi-Scale model (Li and Kwauk, 1994; Wang and Li,

2007; He et al., 2020); computationally generated semi-empirical models in terms of filter size and resolved

variables (Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a; Milioli et al., 2013; Schneiderbauer and Pirker, 2014; Sarkar et al.,

2016; Gao et al., 2018); functional models considering sub-filter level variables such as drift velocity and scalar

variance of solid volume fraction (Parmentier et al., 2012; Ozel et al., 2013, 2017; Chen et al., 2020); and

model based on approximate deconvolution method (Schneiderbauer and Saeedipour, 2018, 2019). Recent

efforts to further improve the accuracy of the sub-grid drag correction include taking into account anisotropic

effects (Cloete et al., 2018a, 2019; Rauchenzauner and Schneiderbauer, 2020). Recently, machine learning

approaches have been proved to be a promising way to estimate the sub-grid drag correction (Jiang et al.,

2019; Zhu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). Our prior study (Jiang et al., 2019) provided the first application

of artificial neural networks (ANN) in estimating the filtered drag force in the field of fluidization. We also

found that the gas-phase pressure gradient could serve as an important marker for the accurate prediction of

drift velocity. Zhu et al. (2020) compared the predictabilities of ANN models and decision-tree-based Xgboost
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models with various input markers, and Zhang et al. (2020) introduced a new ANN-based drag model by

including convolution layers. Both works further demonstrate the superiority of ANN-based drag models

and the necessity of including gas-phase pressure gradient in the drag prediction. The importance of the

gas-phase pressure gradient in the filtered drag modeling are also supported by Jiang et al. (2020). Interested

readers are referred to Sundaresan et al. (2018) for a comprehensive discussion of the recent research progress

in filtered drag models, and Jiang et al. (2019) for a detailed comparison of different filtered drag models

relevant to this study.

Despite substantial advances, at least two unresolved questions remain regarding the coarse-grained (aka

filtered or sub-grid) drag models for fTFM simulations, which we address in the present study. The first

question concerns the filter size. The sub-grid models are generally developed by running expensive fine-grid

simulations (Neau et al., 2020) to generate computational data, which are then filtered to generate filter size-

dependent drag correction. Thus far, computationally generated results are available only for modest filter

sizes (typically less than 100 particle diameters), while the grid sizes used in process-scale simulations are

much larger, requiring extrapolation. Although care has been taken to ensure that that extrapolation does

not produce nonphysical outcomes (Milioli et al., 2013; Sarkar et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2018), the accuracy of

such extrapolated models remains untested. As the first objective of the present study, we have examined

this issue through a cascading approach. Specifically, we have performed fine-grid simulations of a small

fluidized bed and filtered the results to formulate a filter size dependent neural-network-based model for

drift flux (Jiang et al., 2019), defined as φ̄sṽd,i where φ̄s is the filtered solid volume fraction and ṽd,i is the

drift velocity (Parmentier et al., 2012; Ozel et al., 2013), which is used to compute drag correction. We have

then performed simulations of a larger fluidized bed using this model for drag correction and a grid size which

was within the range in which it was developed so that no extrapolation was necessary. These simulations

were filtered to obtain computational data on drag correction for larger filter sizes and examined whether

they could be captured adequately by the extrapolation of drag correction model developed using the original

fine-grid simulations. We have repeated such cascaded simulations to larger and larger filter sizes reaching

filter sizes that are commonly used in simulation of large-scale process devices. We embarked on this study

expecting the drag correction model developed for small filter sizes to be unsatisfactory when extrapolated

to large filter sizes, requiring refinement. However, as demonstrated in this paper, extrapolation appears

to work surprisingly well. It should be noted that researchers have tried to shed light on drag corrections

by analyzing fine-grid simulation results obtained in both 2D and 3D simulations. The 2D simulations are

computationally much less expensive and they allow one to probe larger system size and examine corrections

for large filter sizes without cascading analysis. At the same time, prior studies show that drag corrections

estimated from 3D simulations are smaller than those obtained from 2D simulations and that the filter-size

dependence became weaker at smaller filter sizes in 3D than in 2D (Igci et al., 2008; Igci and Sundaresan,

2011a; Sarkar et al., 2016). Given these differences, and the greater computational power available today

when compared to a decade ago, we have focused only in 3D simulations in the present study.
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The second question is related to the range of physical properties of the gas and particles over which the

drag correction model can be used. Most sub-grid drag models are developed using computational results

for specific gas-particle systems, and they are validated for the same systems used to develop the correction

model. It would be of significant practical value to formulate a drag correction model that applies to a

wide range of gas-particle systems, which is the second objective of the present study. There has been an

emerging interest in such a question, and some initial efforts have been dedicated to explicitly considering

various material properties (Zhu et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2020). Although the drag correction model is

usually presented in terms of dimensionless quantities, multiple choices exist for characteristic quantities

used in non-dimensionalization, each predicting a somewhat different extent of correction for a gas-particle

system different from the system for which the model was developed. For example, the filter size can be

made dimensionless using as characteristic length: (i) the particle diameter, dp, (ii) dpFrp where the Froude

number is defined as

Frp =
u2
t

dpg
(1)

where ut is the terminal settling velocity of a particle and g is the acceleration due to gravity (Igci et al.,

2008; Sarkar et al., 2016; Milioli et al., 2013), and or (iii) dpFr
1/3
p as has been suggested by some authors

(Radl and Sundaresan, 2014; Schneiderbauer et al., 2019). The characteristic length is typically determined

by postulating that two different stresses must balance at this characteristic scale. As discussed by Radl and

Sundaresan (2014), the first choice, dp, comes about when one postulates that the particle phase inertia and

particle phase stress (as estimated via kinetic theory of granular materials) must balance; the second choice

stipulates that the inertial and gravitational stresses balance; and, the third choice above seeks to balance

the gravitational and particle phase stresses. How well the computational data on drag corrections for several

different gas-particle systems could be correlated using each of these choices for characteristic length and

whether any one of them would emerge as clearly superior is not well understood at the present time. To

address these questions, we have performed fine-grid simulations for twenty one different gas-particle systems,

spanning a broad range of Froude, Frp, Archimedes, Arp, Stokes, Stp and Reynolds, Rep, numbers. These

dimensionless numbers are defined as

Rep =
ρgutdp
µg

(2)

Arp =
ρg(ρs − ρg)d

3
pg

µ2
g

(3)

Stp =
Re2p
Frp

ρs
ρg

. (4)

Here, ρs and ρg denote the densities of the solid and gas phase, respectively, and µg is the gas viscosity.

We then designated one of these systems as a reference and developed three neural-network-based models

for drag correction using the three different characteristic lengths mentioned above to render the filter size

dimensionless. As demonstrated in this paper, each of these three models could capture the computationally

generated drag correction data for other gas-particle systems to within a multiplicative factor which varied
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from system to system. Furthermore, we found that this multiplicative correction varied systematically with

Rep as well as Arp (so that either one can be used to correlate the data), which could be traced to the

Reynolds number dependence of the underlying drag force model. Using Rep as an additional input, the

drag correction data for different gas-particle system were then combined to generate a neural-network-based

drag correction model which could be used for a wide range of gas-particle systems.

The paper is structured as follows: first, we present in section 2 the simulation set-up and outline

the model development process. In section 3.1, we present the results of the cascading analysis, which is

related to the first objective. Next, we show an analysis of appropriate characteristic scales for generalized

model applicable to different gas particle systems in section 3.2 We then present the results obtained with

different gas-particle systems leading to a generalized drag correction model along with relevant a priori and

a posteriori analysis results in section 3.3. We summarize the main findings of this study in section 4.

2. Simulations and Model Development

2.1. TFM and fTFM Equations

Fine-grid simulation results were generated by solving the TFM equations, see Eqns. (5)-(8) presented

in Table 1. The drag force, which is the most important component of the inter-phase interaction force in

gas-particle flows, was modeled using the Wen&Yu drag law (Wen and Yu, 1966), see eqns. (9) - (11) in

Table 1. The particle phase stress was modeled using the kinetic theory of granular materials (Lun et al.,

1984; Gidaspow, 1994a), see eqns. (13)-(18) in Table 1. Detailed discussion of the kinetic-theory-based TFM

is not included, but can be found in many articles in the literature, for example, see (Gidaspow, 1994b;

Garzó and Dufty, 1999). The same system of equations were studied in our earlier paper (Jiang et al., 2019)

on which the current work builds.

The fTFM is obtained by TFM using a filter kernel function G∆f
, where ∆f denotes filter length and it

satisfies the following property ∫

R3

G∆f
(r)dr = 1. (19)

The filtered flow quantities are obtained as convolutions of the corresponding flow quantities appearing

in the TFM with the filter function. For example, the filtered phase volume fraction is defined as

φi(x, t) =

∫

R3

φi(r, t)G∆f
(r− x)dr, i = s, g. (20)

while the filtered phase velocity is taken as a phase-weighted quantity:

ũi(x, t) =
1

φi

∫

R3

G∆f
(r− x)φi(r, t)ui(r, t)dr, i = s, g. (21)

The local filtered slip (or relative) velocity ũslip is defined as:

ũslip = ũg − ũs (22)

The momentum balance equations in fTFM can be written as:
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∂(ρsφsũs)

∂t
+∇· (ρsφsũsũs) = −∇ ·U s,sgs −∇ · σ̃s −Σs,sgs +φs∇·σg −Σg,sgs + F̃d +Fd,sgs + ρsφsg (23)

∂(ρgφgũg)

∂t
+∇ · (ρgφgũgũg) = −∇ ·Ug,sgs − φg∇ · σg −Σg,sgs − F̃d − Fd,sgs + ρgφgg (24)

where the sub-grid scale terms, denoted by the subscripts sgs, capture the effects of the inhomogeneities

inside the filtering volume and require constitutive models. Here, Fd,sgs is the sub-grid correction to the

drag force; U i,sgs denotes the Reynolds stress in phase i (i = s, g), Σi is the sub-grid stress in phase i

(i = s, g). Detailed derivation and discussion of the sub-grid quantities can be found in Ozel et al. (2013)

and Jiang et al. (2019). F̃d denotes the drag force per unit volume of the mixture evaluated by substituting

the filtered variables into the original drag model used in the simulations, namely the Wen & Yu drag law

in the present study. It has been ascertained through budget analysis (Parmentier et al., 2012; Ozel et al.,

2013; Jiang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020) that Fd,sgs is the most important sub-grid correction, with the

other sub-grid terms contributing only weakly. With this in mind, the current study focuses solely on drag

correction.

We employ the same box filter kernel used in our previous study (Jiang et al., 2019) in the analysis

described below:

G∆f
(r− x) =





1
∆3

f

, if |rj − xj | ≤ ∆f

2
, j = x, y, z

0, otherwise.
(25)

2.2. Simulation Setup

We have performed three-dimensional simulations of dense fluidized bed with a square cross-sectional

area using OpenFOAM 3.x twoPhaseEulerFoam solver, which solves the TFM equations listed in Table 1

(OpenFOAM, 2014). Twenty one different combinations of particle and gas physical properties spanning a

wide range of potentially relevant dimensionless groups (see Table 2) were simulated. It has been reported

previously that simulations involving Geldart A type particles require fine grid sizes as small as 3 dp to

achieve nearly grid-independent results (Wang et al., 2009). With this in mind, as in our prior study (Jiang

et al., 2019), all fine-grid simulations were performed with a grid size of 3 dp in each direction in a simulation

domain consisting of 90 × 90 × 540 grids. No-slip boundary conditions were applied for both gas and solid

phases on the side walls. Zero gradient boundary conditions were imposed for granular temperature at the

walls. For each case, the simulation started from a static initial state with bed height equal to a quarter of

the total bed height with a solid volume fraction of 0.55. For model development in section 2.4, we ran the

simulation with three inlet gas velocities, 0.31ut, 0.46ut, and 0.63ut, to generate a large and diverse dataset.

2.3. Development of Drag Correction Model

From each fine-grid simulation, about 12 snapshots, which were in statistical steady state and widely

separated in time, were collected for subsequent filtering analysis. In post-processing analysis, the snapshots
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from each simulation were processed using various filter sizes (typically odd multiples of grid size) to generate

computational datasets on filtered solid volume fraction, solid and gas phase velocities, and gas-phase pressure

gradient, along with additional quantities as described below.

The objective of the analysis is to model filtered drag force

Fd = F̃d + Fd,sgs (26)

where Fd,sgs is unavailable in an fTFM simulation and should be modeled. Filtering analysis of fine-grid

simulation data has access to both Fd and F̃d, and so Fd,sgs can be found at each location in the bed for

the chosen filter size. It has been established previously that Fd,sgs can be expressed as (Parmentier et al.,

2012; Ozel et al., 2013, 2016, 2017; Rubinstein et al., 2017; Cloete et al., 2018a; Neau et al., 2020; Jiang

et al., 2020):

Fd,sgs ≈ β∗ ṽd (27)

where the symbol β∗ is the drag coefficient evaluated with the filtered variables and ṽd is the drift velocity

given by

ṽd =
φs ug

φs

− ũg. (28)

To obtain the terms on the right-hand-side, we filtered the snapshots from TFM simulations with various

filter sizes, ∆f . The filtered phase volume fraction, φi, and the Favre-average phase velocities, ũi were

computed by Eqs. (20) and (21). To compute the numerator of the first term in Eq. (28), we first multiplied

“resolved” solid volume fraction (φi) and gas-phase velocity (ug) (“resolved” variables refer to outputs from

fine-grid TFM simulations) and applied the filtering on the product with Eq. (20)

We found in our earlier study (Jiang et al., 2019) that a simpler and more robust approximation for the

filtered drag force is given by

Fd ≈ F̃d(1 +
ṽd,zũslip,z

‖ũslip‖2
) (29)

where the vertical components of the drift velocity and filtered slip velocity in the numerator of the second

term on the right-hand side are used instead of the scalar product of the drift velocity and filtered slip

velocity (Jiang et al., 2019). We adopt this simplification in this study as well. Therefore, if ṽd can be

modeled in terms of variables resolved in fTFM simulations and the intended filter size (which is used as

the grid size in the fTFM simulations), Eq. (29) can be used to determine the drag force required in the

simulations.

Through filtering analysis, we extracted the filter size-dependent ṽd,z, and the drift flux defined as φ̄sṽd,z

to complement the filtered quantities mentioned above. In our prior study (Jiang et al., 2019) a neural

network-based model for the drift flux in a given gas-particle system (made dimensionless using ut) in terms

of the filtered solid fraction, the filtered slip velocity (made dimensionless using ut), and the local vertical

pressure gradient (made dimensionless using ρsg). The significance of filtered solid volume fraction and

filtered slip velocity were established in early studies (Agrawal et al., 2001; Milioli et al., 2013; Igci and
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Sundaresan, 2011a). Parmentier et al. (2012) established that the sub-grid drift velocity can be related to

the drag force correction by a simple relation so that the effort to develop a good model for drag correction can

focus on developing a model for drift velocity. In Jiang et al. (2019), we derived a transport equation for drift

velocity. Budget analysis of this transport equation revealed that in addition to solid volume fraction and slip

velocity, a term involving local gas-phase pressure gradient contributed significantly. Validation tests also

show that a neural network model including pressure gradient improves the model performance appreciably

by introducing non-local effects from neighboring grids. Interested readers are referred to Jiang et al. (2019)

for in-depth analysis and discussion. In the current study, we further included filter size in the neural network

model to make it applicable to various filter sizes. We chose neural network to formulate the model because

it allows for complex models with a large number of parameters, and leads to superior predictive performance

(Ling et al., 2016; Brunton et al., 2019). In addition, neural network models are locally continuous, making

them robust for extrapolations, which is required for generalizing models to larger scales and other systems.

As our prior analysis (Jiang et al., 2019) was restricted to a specific gas-particle system, the characteristic

quantities used to render the different quantities dimensionless is immaterial here. However, proper choice

may become important when one attempts to use the same model for different gas-particle systems, as we

show below.

Since the vertical pressure gradient in a fluidized suspension is of the order of suspension weight per unit

volume and the particles are the primary contributors to the suspension weight, it is reasonable to scale it

with ρsg, which we do throughout this study. The dimensionless pressure gradient is now of the order of φs,

which is an O(1) quantity in dense fluidized beds analyzed in the present study.

Since drift velocity and slip velocity are relative velocities, it is natural to scale them with a typical

relative velocity, for which we choose ut. It is useful to make two observations about characteristic velocity:

• For a very dense bed, one could choose minimum fluidization velocity, umf , (e.g. Glicksman (1984))

but as the need for drag correction is more common in vigorously fluidized bed, ut is a more natural

choice. If the same drag law is used to find ut and umf , there is no fundamental difference between

these choices, but the scaled velocities will be closer to O(1) if ut is used as the characteristic velocity.

• In general, Rep is not small, and therefore, Re-dependent drag force model, such as the Schiller-

Naumann correlation (Schiller and Naumann, 1935) which is built into the Wen&Yu drag law, should

be used to find ut. However, there are several different Re-dependent drag models for flow past a single

particle. Hence, when ut is used as the characteristic velocity, a choice is already being made about

the drag force model. One can, in principle, avoid this by using the Stokes settling velocity, ut,St of a

particle where one considers only the Stokes drag acting on the particle.

ut,St =
gd2p(ρs − ρg)

18µ
(30)
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Then, the Reynolds number based on ut,St is

Rep,St =
ρg ut,Stdp

µg
= 18Arp (31)

Thus, one can anticipate that Reynolds number dependence of filtered drag correction will correlate

with Rep when ut is used as a characteristic velocity and Arp when ut,St is used. In the present study,

we have used ut as the characteristic velocity.

As stated in the Introduction, we will consider three different characteristic lengths to make the filter

size dimensionless: (i) L1 = dp; (ii) L2 = dpFrp; and (iii) L3 = dpFr
1/3
p , as we seek to formulate a model

that is applicable to various gas-particle systems.

The four-marker neural network model (fNN ) can be summarized as

φsṽd,z = fNN

(
∆f

Li
,

φ̄s

φs,max
,
ũslip,z

ut
,

1

ρs g

∂pg
∂z

)
(32)

Using this modeling approach, we can develop a neural network model for the drift flux for any specified

choice of Li for any of the cases listed in Table 2. Although the above equation indicates the scaled filter

size as a marker, the analysis uses the inverse of filter size as a marker so that extrapolation to larger filter

sizes can be done robustly.

Such neural network models are further analyzed in two ways to address the two objectives set forth for

this study. First, they are used in cascaded simulations, as discussed in section 2.4 below, to address the first

objective concerning extrapolation to larger filter sizes. They are then used to identify the best additional

marker (namely, a suitable dimensionless group) and characteristic length that would allow development of

a single neural network model for drift flux that applies for a variety of gas-particle systems, which is the

second objective, as outlined in section 3.2.

2.4. Cascading Simulation Framework

The first objective of our current work is to explore how the drift flux model, derived from simulation

results obtained in a relatively small domain, would perform in larger simulation domains which require filter

sizes larger than those used in formulating the model. To probe this question, we first developed a filter-size

dependent ANN model from a small-scale system as described in 2.2, and then performed simulations in

progressively larger domains. At each stage, we verify that extrapolating the model to the corresponding

filter size is sufficiently accurate. This is supported with results showing that coarse-grid simulations are

consistent with finer-grid simulations.

The cascading simulations were performed for two gas-particle systems in Table 2: Case 2 and the

reference case. Similar outcomes were observed for both cases, and therefore we focus on discussing the

reference case indicated in Table 2. The cascading simulation sequence proceeded as folows. First, TFM

simulations of a fluidized bed were performed using a grid size of 3 dp in a domain containing 90× 90× 540

grids for three different inlet gas velocities (0.31, 0.46, 0.63 times the terminal settling velocity). The results
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from these “small scale” simulations were then filtered using filter sizes of 9, 15, 21, 27, and 33 particle

diameters, which were then used to formulate a neural network model for the drift flux (Eq. (32)). Next,

we performed a posteriori test with a grid (filter) size of 27dp in a domain with 10 × 10 × 60 grids, using

the drift flux model to estimate drag correction (which would constitute an fTFM simulation of the original

simulation), in order to ascertain that fTFM simulation reproduced the TFM results satisfactorily (see our

prior study Jiang et al. (2019) for additional details on such a posteriori tests) when no extrapolation is

needed.

Simulations were then performed in a larger domain (90 × 90 × 540 grids) using a grid size of 15dp and

the drift flux model for a filter size of 15dp to correct for the drag. Snapshots from this “medium scale”

simulation was then post-processed to obtain drift flux results for filter sizes of 45, 75, 105, and 135 particle

diameters. How to develop the drift flux model at medium scale proceeds. Let superscripts (.)a and (.)b

denote the base and larger scales, respectively. Any resolved and filtered quantities at the base scale are

denoted by Φa and Φa, i.e. the solid volume fraction, φa, and the filtered solid volume fraction, φa. Similarly,

at a larger scale, the resolved and filtered quantities are denoted by Φb and Φb. Here, the resolved quantity

refers to a simulation quantity before the filtering process. The drift fluxes at the base and larger scales are

then defined as:

φa
s ṽ

a
d,i = φa

su
a
g,i − φa

s ũ
a
g,i (33)

φb
sṽ

b
d,i = φb

su
b
g,i − φb

sũ
b
g,i, (34)

respectively. The modeled drift flux at a larger scale has two contributions; the filtered drift flux at the base

scale and the drift flux at a larger scale and is given as:

φb
sṽ

b,∗
d,i = φa

s ṽ
a
d,i + φb

sṽ
b
d,i (35)

We then examined how well these drift flux results would have been predicted by an extrapolation of the drift

flux model developed with the small scale simulation. When filtering the results of cascaded simulations to

assess the ANN model for drift flux, we took into consideration the contribution to the drift flux from within

the grid used in cascaded simulations and that coming from filtering over several grids in the snapshots from

the cascaded simulations. This process was repeated for two more cascades: with a grid size of 75 (“large

scale”) and 375 (“extra large scale”) particle diameters and 90×90×540 grids, so that drift flux results were

generated for filter sizes as large as 3375dp and compared against the predictions made by extrapolation

of the model generated from the small scale simulation. The simulation set up for each cascading case is

summarized in Table 3, where u0 denotes the gas inlet velocity. The inlet velocities were chosen empirically

to produce similar dense fluidized bed patterns in different scales. When simulations of fluidization in beds

of different sizes were performed at a fixed inlet gas velocity, the bed expansion was found to decrease with

the increasing bed size. In our simulations, we wanted to maintain approximately the same average bed

expansion at all bed sizes so that the distribution of particle volume fractions spanned roughly the same
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range. In this way, the adequacy of extrapolation used in cascading would be tested for conditions where

the average bed expansions are held nearly constant. This ensures that our tests of cascading do not have

sampling bias towards data from progressively denser regions as one increases the system size. The results

of such cascading analyses are presented in section 3.1.

2.5. Characteristic Length and Generalized Drift Flux Model

To address the second objective, we first formulated three neural network-based models for drift flux,

using the three different characteristic lengths mentioned above, for the gas-particle system indicated in

Table 2 as the reference case. These drift flux models will henceforth be referred to as reference models.

We then applied each of the three reference models with no further changes to the other cases listed

in Table 2 and compared the actual filtered drag force in the vertical direction with the predicted value,

assessing the quality of fit to the data. Based on such comparison, which are discussed in section 3.2, we

assessed the relative merits of the three different characteristic lengths and identified the best choice of

dimensionless groups to include as additional markers in a general neural network model for drift flux. We

show later in the results section that among different candidates of dimensionless groups, Reynolds number

and Archimedes number perform the best in capturing system differences.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Model Performance in Large-Scale Simulations

We use the reference case in Table 2 to illustrate sub-grid drag model performance with extrapolation.

First, we demonstrate in Fig. 1 that the sub-grid drag model does well in a priori and a posteriori analyses

in small scale, where extrapolation is not needed. Fig. 1(a) shows a parity plot of the predicted and actual

dimensionless drift fluxes for filter sizes in the range of 9-27 dp. Most of the points closely follow the 45-

degree parity line, with a Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) of 0.98. Fig. 1(b) shows a parity plot of

the corresponding predicted and actual dimensionless filtered drag forces, for which the PCC is 0.99. These

a priori results confirm that the modeling approach outlined in Eqs. (28) and (29) in conjunction with

a neural network model for the drift flux is an effective way of estimating the filtered drag force. Fig. 1c

shows the variation of the cross-sectional-average solid volume fraction (averaged over many time steps) with

elevation for three different cases: fine-grid (∆g = 3 dp), coarse-grid (∆g = 27 dp) without any correction

to the Wen&Yu drag law, and coarse-grid (∆g = 27 dp) with drag correction via the reference model for

drift flux. This a posteriori test demonstrates that the neural network model does a reasonably good job

of correcting for the over-prediction of Wen&Yu drag law in coarse-grid simulations, in instances where no

extrapolation is required.

After confirming that the reference model is fairly accurate for filter sizes up to ∆g = 27 dp, we performed

a medium-scale simulation in a 90 × 90 × 540 domain with grid size ∆g = 15 dp (which is also within the

range of filter sizes used to develop the drift flux model), and filtered the results with filter sizes 45 dp, 75 dp,

105 dp, and 135 dp. Fig. 2(a) shows a parity plot of the actual dimensionless drift flux and that predicted

11



by an extrapolation of the neural network model developed with the small-scale simulation results; the

corresponding drag force plot is shown in Fig. 2(d). Fig. 2(d) also shows the drag force predicted by the

Wen&Yu drag law without any correction; as expected, the drag force is appreciably over-predicted. The

PCC of these plots are 0.99 and 0.97, respectively. These figures show that the small-scale model performs

quite well when extrapolated up to 135dp. Next, we further enlarged the simulation domain and performed

a simulation with ∆g = 75 dp, and followed the same process described above to obtain filtered results, as

demonstrated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e), with PCC of 0.99 and 0.88, respectively. When we further enlarge the

simulation domain and performed a simulation with ∆g = 375 dp, and performed the same analysis, as shown

in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f), we found the PCC to be 0.99 and 0.76, respectively. An observable degradation of

model quality for filtered drag is revealed by a steady decline in PCC, despite the consistently high reliability

of the drift flux model. Nevertheless, when compared with the predictions of the uncorrected Wen&Yu drag

law (also shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f)), it is clear from these a priori tests that the extrapolated drag

correction does account for most of the discrepancy over a wide range of filter sizes.

This gradual decline in quality of the drag force estimation with increasing filter size made us suspect

that Eq. (29) should be modified for larger filter sizes; however, when this equation was tested using the

filtered drag force, drift and slip velocities extracted from the simulations, it did not reveal an appreciable

change with filter size. Therefore, this decrease in PCC is likely to be due to the decrease in the magnitude

of the actual drag force per unit volume (compare typical values in 2(d), 2(e), and 2(f)) with increasing filter

size, which magnifies the scatter seen. This led us to surmise that no further improvements are necessary

and proceed with verification of the performance of the extrapolated correction through a posteriori tests,

which are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The three panels in Fig. 3 are analogous to Fig. 1(c), except that

they are for larger filter (grid) sizes. At each scale (medium, large, and extra-large), simulations were run in

a domain with 90× 90× 540 grids for grid sizes indicated in the three panels. The variation of the average

solid volume fraction with elevation from these simulations are shown as blue lines. Also shown as red open

circles are the results obtained for the same physical domain with a coarser grid which is five times larger

than the grid size used to generate the blue lines, 18× 18× 108 grids, and Wen&Yu drag law without any

correction. As expected, failure to include drag correction results in an over-prediction of the bed height,

which gets worse as the grid size increases (compare Figs. 2(c), 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c)). In contrast, the fTFM

simulations incorporating the extrapolated drag correction generated using the small-scale simulation data,

shown in 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) as filled circles, yield good agreements.

Fig. 4 shows illustrative snapshots from the simulations presented in Fig. 3. Simulations with coarser

grids will not reveal as much fine structures as those with smaller grids, but they should reveal comparable

larger-scale flow structures. Each of the four panels shows three snapshots: the one on the left is from the

simulation with the smaller grid (corresponding to blue lines in Fig. 3); the second one is the same snapshot

smoothed with a filter that is five times larger than the grid size; the third one is a snapshot from the

coarser-grid simulation with sub-grid drag model (corresponding to the filled circles in Fig. 3); and, the
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Figure 1: Assessment of reference model predictions using a priori and a posteriori analysis results: (a) parity plot of predicted
and exact values of dimensionless drift flux. (b) parity plot between predicted and exact dimensionless filtered drag force (c)
time-averaged solid volume fraction in the vertical direction with grid size of 3 dp and Wen&Yu drag law, grid size of 27 dp and
neural network model, and grid size of 27 dp and Wen&Yu drag law. The simulation was conducted for 6 physical seconds, and
time average was computed from 2-6 second. In (a) and (b), the data are compiled from three simulation snapshots processed
with five different filter sizes (9dp, 15dp, 21dp, 27dp, 33dp). The parity plots show 100,000 data points randomly sampled from
the data set.

fourth one is a snapshot from the coarse-grid simulation with Wen & Yu drag(corresponding to the open

circles in Fig. 3). The coarser grid simulation with sub-grid drag model yields void fraction inhomogeneities

that are qualitatively similar to those obtained by smoothing the simulations with smaller grids. Although

we present snapshots from coarse-grid simulations and those from fine-grid simulations smoothed to the

filter size used in the coarser simulation, their direct comparison is not warranted. One can only use such

comparisons to probe whether the scale and nature of the inhomogeneity changed dramatically when using

the coarser simulation. Our inspection of many such visual comparisons suggest that the coarser simulations

are generally somewhat smoother; we suspect that this could be partly due to the greater extent of numerical

diffusion that arises in coarse-grid simulations and partly due to the manner in which we smoothed the fine-

grid results. On the whole, our (admittedly subjective) conclusion is that none of our simulations - both

fine grid and cascaded simulations with sub-grid drag model - revealed striking differences in the scale and

nature of the inhomogeneity. Based on this combination of a priori and a posteriori tests, we conclude that

extrapolation of the neural network model for drift flux to larger filter sizes does a surprisingly good job of

accounting for the drag force correction.

3.2. Characteristic Scales

When addressing the extrapolation question in the last section, the drag correction model was developed

for one particular gas-particle system (namely, the system marked as the reference case in Table 2 and only

the filter size was varied. In such a limited exploration, the choice of characteristic scales is irrelevant, and

any choice for reference length and velocity would lead to the same conclusion. However, when we seek to

develop a model that can be used for different gas-particle systems, the choice of characteristic velocity and
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Figure 2: A priori analysis results of cascading cases: parity plots of predicted and exact values of dimensionless drift flux at
(a) medium scale, (b) large case, and (c) extra large scale; parity plots of predicted and exact values of the dimensionless filtered
drag force at (d) medium scale, (e) large scale, and (f) extra large scale. At each scale, we consider and include data from filter
sizes that are 3×, 5×, 7×, and 9× of the grid size. Navy points represent the filtered drag predicted by the neural network
drift flux correction, red points represent the filtered drag computed using Wen&Yu drag law. Green dashed line is the parity
line representing perfect agreement between predicted and exact values. PCC refers to Pearson correlation coefficient between
predicted and exact values. The parity plots show 100,000 data points randomly sampled from the data set.
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Figure 3: Time-averaged solid volume fraction in the vertical direction for (a) medium scale simulation with grid size of 15 dp
and Wen&Yu drag law, 75 dp and neural network model, and 75 dp and Wen&Yu drag law; (b) large scale simulation with
grid size of 75 dp and neural network model, 375 dp and neural network model, and 375 dp and Wen&Yu drag law, (c) extra
large scale simulation with grid size of 375 dp and neural network model, 1875 dp and neural network model, and 1875 dp and
Wen&Yu drag law.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Snapshots of solid volume fraction taken from cascading simulations: (a) medium scale simulation with 15 dp grid size
and neural network drag model, 15 dp-grid size simulation results mapped onto a coarse-mesh size of 75 dp, 75 dp grid size and
neural network drag model, and 75 dp grid size and Wen&Yu drag law (from left to right); (b) large scale simulation with 75 dp
grid size and neural network drag model, 75 dp-grid size simulation results mapped onto a coarse-mesh size of 375 dp, 375 dp
grid size and neural network drag model , and 375 dp grid size and Wen&Yu drag law (c) extra large scale simulation with
375 dp grid size and neural network drag model, 375 dp-grid size simulation results filtered onto a coarse-mesh size of 1875 dp,
1875 dp grid size and neural network drag model, and 1875 dp grid size and Wen&Yu drag law.

length scales could matter. As discussed in section 2.3, we have used the terminal settling velocity of the

particle as the characteristic velocity, and have compared below the results obtained with the three different

choices for characteristic length.

As a preliminary step in our analysis, we first constructed sub-grid models for drift flux for the reference

case in Table 2 using the three different characteristic lengths. Then we examined the filtered results

generated from small-scale simulations of the other gas-particle systems listed in that table, among which

we choose two cases, namely Case 2 and 18, to discuss in detail here. In fact, we examined the relative

merits of the three different choices of characteristic length for every fluidization case studied in Table 2 and

found that every case led to the same conclusion. With this in mind, we only discuss below representative

examples. Case 2 deals with FCC particles fluidized by ambient air, which is smaller in size than the particles

in the reference case, where Case 18 involves larger particles. We examined, through a priori analysis, which

choice of characteristic length permitted better prediction of the filtered drag in these cases, if we simply

use without any modification the drift flux models generated for the reference case. Fig. 5 illustrates parity

plots, with the top and bottom rows displaying the results for cases 2 and 18, respectively. The three columns

correspond to the three different characteristic length scales. The panels in Fig. 5 reveal a clear departure

from the 45 degree parity line and different extents of scatter around a linear fit.

Let us first consider the scatter. It is clear that the scatter in Fig. 5(b) is greater than those in Figs. 5(a)

and 5(c), suggesting that the characteristic length L2 is an inferior choice. In contrast, all three length scales

seem to perform equally well for Case 18. Thus, a convincing discrimination of the characteristic length is

not afforded by this analysis. While not being able to discriminate between different characteristic lengths
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is disappointing, it is encouraging that the choice of characteristic length is not critical in a neural network-

based model for drag correction that applies to a range of gas-particle systems. For the analysis described

below, we chose L3 as the characteristic length for two reasons. First, based on the inferior result obtained

for L2 in Case 2, we chose not to pursue it further. Second, although both L1 and L3 yield comparable fits,

with L1 being slightly superior in Case 2, L1 appears to us is an inferior choice based on prior studies. It is

now generally accepted that smaller particles require much smaller grids to fully resolve the flow structures

(Wang et al., 2009; Parmentier et al., 2012), which implies that fTFM simulations involving smaller particles

would require drag corrections at smaller ∆g/dp ratios than larger particles. Using L1 as characteristic

length would ignore this finding of prior studies. And, other authors have provided evidence to support L3

as a more reasonable characteristic length (Radl and Sundaresan, 2014; Schneiderbauer et al., 2019). Based

on these considerations, we have used L3 as the characteristic length in all the results presented below.

Let us consider next the departure from the 45 degree parity line. The reference model overestimates

the drag force in Case 2 and underestimates it for Case 18. This is to be expected as the cases deal with

different gas-particle systems and this analysis does not account for this difference. A properly constructed

drag correction should predict a larger drag reduction for Case 2, and a smaller reduction for Case 18 than

the reference case. Fig. 5 shows that as a first step in understanding this difference, one can estimate a

multiplicative factor (namely, the average slope of the results presented in Fig. 5), referred to below as the

scale parameter, that would make the results straddle the parity line. By a linear regression of the results

of the type shown in Fig. 5, one can estimate the scale parameter, as illustrated by the red solid line in

Fig. 5(c). As one would expect, when the reference model is multiplied by this scale parameter, the results

would straddle the 45 degree parity line, as shown in Fig. 6. In this manner, we determined scale parameters

for each case shown in Table 2 and asked which dimensionless group listed in that table is best suited to

correlate the scale parameter.

3.3. Generalized Filtered Drag Model

We have plotted in Fig. 7 the variation of the scale parameter with each of the four dimensionless groups

listed in Table 2. It is clear that the scale parameter does not vary smoothly with Frp or Stp. In contrast,

it varies smoothly with Rep and Arp suggesting that either one of those two can be used as the additional

marker. As discussed earlier, the Reynolds number enters in the drag expression and so its presence can be

understood readily. Specifically, it comes from the 0.15Re0.687g term in Eq. (11). To test this, we arbitrarily

removed this term from the drag law and repeated the simulations and analyses for the reference case and

Case 2, and found the scale parameter to be unity. This test, whose details are not shown here, confirmed

the source of the Rep dependence.

As Arp is simply proportional to the Rep based on the Stokes settling velocity, smooth variation of

the scale parameter with it, as seen in Fig. 7(b), is also understandable. Since we have chosen ut as the

characteristic velocity, Rep is a more natural choice than Arp as an extra marker; with this in mind, we

select Rep as the extra marker and write
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Figure 5: Comparison of different characteristic length scales based on a priori analysis results from Case 2 and Case 18 using
the reference model. Predicted and exact dimensionless filtered drag force from Case 2 using reference model, with characteristic
length of (a) L1 (b) L2 and (c) L3, and in Case 18 with characteristic length of (d) L1 (e) L2 and (f) L3; The data are compiled
from three simulation snapshots processed with five different filter sizes (9dp, 15dp, 21dp, 27dp, and 33dp). The parity plots
show 100,000 data points randomly sampled from the data set. The green dashed line indicates excellent agreement between
predicted and exact values, and PCC refers to Pearson correlation coefficient between predicted and exact values. The red solid
line in (c) refers to a line of best fit obtained by regressing predicted filtered drag onto exact filtered drag.
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Figure 6: Scale parameter illustration with Case 2; parity plot of dimensionless filtered drag predicted by reference model and
then rescaled using a constant parameter, and exact filtered drag.
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Having established this model, we formulated a general neural network model for drift flux by combining

the data on filtered quantities generated from all 21 simulations, which can be used for a wide range of

gas-particle systems. The inlet gas velocity was kept at 0.45ut in every case so that the bed operated in a

similar (dense) regime in every case. Due to the large amount of data we are working with, we randomly

sampled 50,000 data points from one snapshot at statistical steady state for each case. Filtered quantities

are computed based on these simulations with filter sizes of 9− 33dp. This neural network model is included

in the Supplementary Material with deployment instructions for simulation practitioners.

A priori tests on the performance of this model are illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows parity plots for

both drift flux (top row) and drag force (bottom row) for cases 2, 10 and 18. The model is clearly able to

capture the drag correction very well.

A posteriori tests of the kind shown earlier in Fig. 1 are illustrated in Fig. 9 for cases 2, 10 and 18

where we have now used the generalized drift flux model. The drag correction using the generalized drift

flux model yields to a fairly good prediction of the variation of cross-sectional average volume fraction with

elevation for all three cases. This is further confirmed by the simulation snapshots from the a posteriori, as

shown in Fig. 10. The three panels correspond to cases 2, 10 and 18, and each panel show four images: a

snapshot from the fine-grid TFM simulation with a grid size of 3 dp, the fine-grid results smoothed to 27 dp,

a snapshot from an fTFM simulation with a grid size of 27 dp and sub-grid drag model, and a snapshot from

an fTFM simulation with a grid size of 27 dp with Wen & Yu drag model. Here, we selectively show the a

posteriori test results for 27 dp grid to demonstrate the model performance. Similar tests were done with

filter sizes of 9 dp, 15 dp, and 21 dp on corresponding sized mesh grid, and all coarse-grid predictions with

sub-grid drag model are consistent with the fine-grid results.
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Figure 7: Scale parameter versus various dimensionless numbers: (a) Arp, (b) Rep, (c) Frp, and (d) Stp. The dimensionless
numbers are defined in Eqs. 1-4.

3.4. Further Discussion

Based on the results presented above, we suggest that the general neural network-based closure for drag

force correction can be used for a range of gas-particle systems and also extrapolated to large filter sizes.

In this section, we highlight additional observations that can be made based on the range of gas-particle

systems considered.

First, we begin by reiterating the observations made from Fig. 7 that the drag correction showed sys-

tematic dependence only with Arp and Rep. Although not shown, an analogous plot was made using the

gas-to-particle density ratio as the abscissa which showed lack of correlation. Thus, the density ratio, which

has often been suggested as important in scaling fluidized beds (Rüdisüli et al., 2012; Glicksman et al., 1993;

Sanderson and Rhodes, 2005) is not a critical parameter for the drag correction. Our analysis suggests that

for gas-particle systems, where the gas-to-solid density ratio typically lies in the 0.001 to 0.05 range, the

density ratio does not affect the drag correction as long as the Reynolds number based on the terminal

velocity is unaltered. In other words, the principal manner in which the gas density affects the bed dynamics

in these systems is through its influence on the Reynolds number based on the terminal velocity. When the

density ratio changes a great deal as it happens when one goes from a gas-fluidized bed to a liquid-fluidized

bed the fluid phase inertia will become important and the density ratio will matter; we do not consider such
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Figure 8: Assessment of neural network model which includes Re effects. Parity plots of predicted and exact dimensionless drift
flux for (a) Case 2, (b) Case 10, and (c) Case 18; Parity plots of predicted and exact filtered drag for (d) Case 2, (e) Case 10,
and (f) Case 18. Data from filter sizes of 9dp, 15dp, 21dp, 27dp, and 33dp are included.
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Figure 9: Solid volume fraction profile in the vertical direction with grid size of 3 dp and Wen&Yu drag law, 27 dp with
Wen&Yu drag law and neural network sub-grid correction, and 27 dp with Wen&Yu drag law only for (a) Case 2 (b) Case 10
and (c) Case 18
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: Solid volume fraction snapshots of (a) Case 2 (b) Case 10 and (c) Case 18. From left to right in each sub-figure, the
panels represent snapshots of simulation with 3 dp grid and Wen&Yu drag law, the 3 dp simulation results mapped onto 27 dp
mesh, simulation with 27 dp grid and neural network sub-grid correction, and simulation with 27 dp grid and Wen&Yu drag
law

a large change in the density ratio. The Rep and Arp dependencies are very similar and both can be traced

to the effect of Reynolds number on the drag force in the moderate Reynolds number region.

Second, the range of particle diameters and density ratios considered in Table 2 straddles the Geldart

A-B transition (Geldart, 1973) and it includes conditions that are relevant in many practically important

processes such as fluid catalytic cracking, fluid coker and gas-phase polymerization reactor. It is generally

accepted that inter-particle forces and the presence of fines become important as one moves into the Geldart

group A from the A-B boundary. The present analysis does not take into consideration inter-particle forces

or the presence of fines. However, we note that Ozel et al. (2017) found the inter-particle forces to have

negligible effect on drag correction in a case that was not too far from the A-B boundary, which suggests

that the present model should be adequate for such systems.

Third, we would like draw attention to the use of the terminal settling velocity as the characteristic

velocity. One alternative characteristic velocity scale is Stokes settling velocity, due to its relationship with

Archimedes number. Many classical studies have suggested that the Archimedes number is an important

dimensionless group (Grace, 1986; Rüdisüli et al., 2012). Archimedes number emerges (as illustrated in Eqs.

(2.3)-(2.3)) when we use Stokes settling velocity to define Reynolds number which naturally arises from

nondimensionalizing TFM. However, when we tried to build a model using the Stokes settling velocity as the

characteristic velocity, it produced results that were directionally opposite to our expectations. It is known

that the need for drag correction increases as the particle size decreases (while all other physical parameters

are held nearly constant) (Parmentier et al., 2012). Thus, at any specified ∆f/dp ratio, one would expect the

multiplier in Fig. 7 for drag correction to be smaller for the smaller particle. Figs. 7(a) and 7 (b) capture

this anticipated trend. However, when the Stokes settling velocity was used as the characteristic velocity,

we found that the smaller particle (Case 2 in Table 2) required a larger multiplier than Case 10. This led
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us to conclude that the Stokes settling velocity is a less desirable choice for the characteristic velocity while

developing the neural network-based drag correction model. In any case, this is only a minor consideration

from the point of view of a developing a general model for drag correction, which uses Rep or Arp to account

for differences in gas-particle systems. Both reference velocities would offer comparable quality of fit for

the drag correction. We chose the terminal settling velocity based on its consistency with expected physical

trend, which is desirable when extrapolating the model to conditions outside of the range of conditions for

which it was developed.

Fourth, note that the drag correction model uses the filtered volume fraction, and the filtered slip velocity

and the filtered gas pressure gradient in the gravity direction as markers. Jiang et al. (2019) examined many

more markers taken from the local and neighboring cells as possible markers and concluded that these three

local markers suffice for developing a high-fidelity model. That study as well as the present study focused

mostly on conditions with intermediate range of solid volume fractions – mostly in the 0.25 – 0.40 range.

Additional markers and/or other types of neural network models may be more accurate for dilute systems

that are more representative of riser flows. It would be interesting to extend the present study to examine

more dilute systems.

Fifth, we note that the component of the filtered slip velocity and the filtered gas-phase pressure gradient

in the gravity direction were chosen as markers in order to avoid violation of rotational invariance and also

improve the quality of the model prediction. The lateral components of velocities are significantly smaller

in the fluidized beds considered in our study than in the gravity direction and they were found to introduce

noise in markers, and lead to inferior model performance in a posteriori analysis.

As a final point, we address why the drift flux was used as a marker instead of drift velocity. In theory,

both should yield the same outcome as the filtered solid volume fraction is a marker and the drift flux is

simply a product of the drift velocity and the solid volume fraction. However, the drift velocity was found

to have a larger range than the drift flux, as the drift velocity could become quite large at low solid volume

fractions, which lowered the quality of the neural network models and sometimes tended to produce poor a

posteriori test results; in contrast, the drift flux had a narrower range and its use led to consistently good a

posteriori test results.

4. Summary

In this study, we addressed two potential restrictions of drag models that should be used in conjunction

with fTFM. The first issue concerns the filter size. As the filtered drag model is commonly developed based on

fine-grid simulation of small-scale systems, its applicability is uncertain when extrapolated to larger systems

with much larger filter (grid) sizes. We studied this issue using a cascading approach and a combination of

a priori and a posteriori tests, and found the extrapolation of the neural network-based drag correction to

work surprisingly well.

The second issue concerns the range of gas-particle systems to which the drag correction model can be
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applied. Most filtered drag models presented in the literature consider only one or at best a few different

gas-particle systems. We have examined twenty one different gas-particle systems and formulated a general

drag correction model. Along the way, we investigated two basic questions. First, we tested whether the

filtering analysis of the fine grid simulation results produced any clarity on the most appropriate choice

of characteristic length. However, we found that the data did not yield conclusive discrimination between

the three different choices for characteristic lengths examined, and therefore we adopted the characteristic

length suggested by Radl and Sundaresan (2014) to non-dimensionalize the filter size. We then identified

the Archimedes number or Reynolds number based on terminal settling velocity of the particle as a suitable

additional marker in the drag correction model so that the model can be used for a range of gas-particle

systems. This dependence on Arp or Rep can be traced to the Reynolds number dependence of the Wen&Yu

(Wen and Yu, 1966) drag law which was used in our study as the microscopic drag model. We then

constructed a general drag correction model and validated it through a priori and a posteriori tests. This

general model is made available as supplementary material to this article.

The drag correction model developed in this study focuses on conditions that are typical of turbulent

fluidized beds and used comparatively fewer computational data to model the more dilute flow conditions.

It would be interesting to generate fine-grid simulation results for conditions that are representative of riser

flows and examine if the drag correction model could benefit from further improvements for dilute systems.

We note that the present study assumes that all the particles are of the same size. In real fluidized beds,

a distribution of particle size is present which can affect the flow behavior appreciable. For example, the

effects of fines on the quality of fluidization is well documented in the literature. The present study does

not consider the effects of fines or more generally a distribution of particle size. One avenue for productive

further research would be to extend the present study to bidisperse systems so that one can begin to tackle

problems such as the effect of fines on flows.
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5. Nomenclature

Arp Archimedes number

CD effective drag coefficient of particle

dp particle diameter, µm

ec restitution coefficient

Fd drag force, kg/(m2 s2)

Fd,sgs sub-grid correction to the drag force, kg/(m2 s2)

Frp Froude number

g gravity constant, m/s2

g0 Radial distribution function

PCC Pearson Correlation Coefficient

ps granular pressure, kg/(m s2)

Rep Reynolds number

Stp Stokes number

U i,sgs Reynolds stress in phase i, kg/(m s2)

umf minimum fluidization velocity , m/s

uslip slip velocity, m/s

ut terminal settling velocity of particle, m/s

ut,St Stokes settling velocity, m/s

ṽd drift velocity, m/s

Greek letters

β drag coefficient, kg/(m3 s)

∆f filter size, m

∆g mesh grid size, m

∂pg

∂z gas-phase pressure gradient in the axial direction, kg/(m2s2)

Θ granular temperature, m2/s2

κp granular temperature conductivity, kg/(m s)

λs solid phase bulk viscosity

µi phase viscosity ,Pa s

ρi phase density, kg/m3

Σi sub-grid stress in phase i, kg/(m2 s2)

σi phase stress, kg/(m s2)

φs,max maximum solid volume fraction

φi phase volume fraction
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Table 1: Two-fluid model and constitutive laws

Continuity equations

∂

∂t
(ρsφs) +∇ · (ρsφsus) = 0 (5)

∂

∂t
(ρgφg) +∇ · (ρgφgug) = 0 (6)

Momentum equations

∂(ρsφsus)

∂t
+∇ · (ρsφsusus) = −∇ · σs − φs∇ · σg + Fd + ρsφsg (7)

∂(ρgφgug)

∂t
+∇ · (ρgφgugug) = −φg∇ · σg − Fd + ρgφgg (8)

Gas-particle drag (Wen & Yu Wen and Yu (1966))

Fd = β(ug − us) (9)

β =
3

4
CD

ρgφgφs|ug − ug|
dp

φ−2.65
g (10)

CD =

{
24
Reg

(1 + 0.15Re0.687g ) Reg < 1000

0.44 Reg ≥ 1000
; Reg =

φgρgdp|ug − us|
µg

(11)

Solid phase stress with kinetic theory Gidaspow (1994a); Lun et al. (1984); Johnson and Jackson (1987);
Sinclair and Jackson (1989)

σs = (ps − λs∇ · us)I − µs

(
∇us +∇uT

s − 2

3
(∇ · us)I

)
(12)

ps = φsρs [1 + 2φsg0(1 + ec)] Θ, (13)

λs =
4

3
φ2
sρsdpg0(1 + ec)

√
Θ

π
, (14)

µs = dp
√
Θ

(
4

5
φsg0

1 + ec√
π

+
1

15

√
πg0(1 + e)φ2

s +
1

6

√
πφs +

10

96

√
π

(1 + ec)g0

)
(15)

∂

∂t
(ρsφsΘ) +∇ · (ρsφsusΘ) = ∇ · (κp∇Θ)− σs : ∇us − 12(1− e2c)

φ2
sρs g0
dp
√
π

Θ3/2 − 3βΘ (16)

κp = 2ρsφ
2
sdp(1 + ec)g0

√
Θ

π
. (17)

g0 =

[
(1−

(
φs

φs,max

)1/3
]
−1

(18)
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Case ρg (kg/m3) µg (×10−5Pa s) dp (µm) ρs (kg/m3) ut (m/s) Arp Frp Rep Stp

Case-1 1.3 1.84 75 960 0.14 15 27 0.75 31

Case-2 1.3 1.84 75 1500 0.21 24 62 1.13 73
Case-3 1.3 1.84 75 2100 0.29 33 114 1.53 138
Case-4 0.13 1.84 210 1500 1.54 52 1159 2.29 1469
Case-5 1.3 2.89 145 1600 0.48 74 161 3.12 213
Case-6 1.3 1.84 150 960 0.44 122 134 4.69 193
Case-7 0.9 1.84 150 1500 0.69 132 321 5.04 467
Case-8 10 5.23 145 1600 0.23 174 36 6.31 56
Case-9 5 3.70 145 1600 0.32 174 73 6.31 112
Case-10 2.28 2.5 145 1600 0.48 174 161 6.3 246
Case-11 1.3 1.84 145 1600 0.64 183 290 6.55 450
Ref. Case 1.3 1.84 150 1500 0.64 190 279 6.76 435
Case-12 3 2.41 145 1600 0.46 246 150 8.32 246
Case-13 1.3 1.84 150 2100 0.84 267 474 8.82 794
Case-14 5 2.24 145 1600 0.43 476 128 13.85 246
Case-15 1.3 1.84 210 1500 1.00 522 485 14.77 950
Case-16 6.5 1.84 150 960 0.31 605 67 16.57 136
Case-17 5 1.78 145 1600 0.48 753 161 19.47 346
Case-18 1.3 1.84 300 960 1.10 974 415 23.34 961
Case-19 1.3 1.84 300 1500 1.52 1523 783 32.06 2062
Case-20 1.3 1.84 300 2100 1.92 2132 1254 40.57 3653

Table 2: Phase properties and characteristic quantities for various simulation cases. Froude, Frp, Archimedes, Arp, Stokes,
Stp and Reynolds, Rep, numbers are defined in Eqs. 1-4. The terminal velocity of a single particle, ut, is computed by the
Wen&Yu (Wen and Yu, 1966).

Case Scale Domain Size (# grids) Grid Size (dp) u0

medium 90× 90× 540 15 0.46ut

large 90× 90× 540 75 0.55ut

extra large 90× 90× 540 375 0.66ut

Table 3: Simulation set up of cascading cases.
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